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1. INTRODUCTION

The two lowest energy forms of C3H3
þ are cyclopropenyl

cation and propargyl cation, though the energy difference
between these is large, with the cyclic form being approxi-
mately 26 kcal/mol lower in energy.1 Cyclopropenyl cation is
the smallest aromatic carbocation, which explains its stability,
but it should be noted that even with this large energy
difference, it is common to find both isomers when they are
produced in the gas phase, suggesting that they form via
different mechanisms. There has been considerable experi-
mental and theoretical work on both isomers, and we refer the
interested reader to refs 1�9 and references therein. Here, we
discuss a few of the earlier works that relate to this study, but
first we note that for convenience we shall refer to cyclopro-
penyl cation (cyclic form) as c-C3H3

þ and to propargyl cation
(linear form) as l-C3H3

þ, and when referring to both isomers
we use C3H3

þ.
Our interest in c-C3H3

þ stems from astrochemistry. Cyclo-
propenylidene, c-C3H2, which possesses a large dipole moment,
has been shown to be ubiquitous in the interstellar medium
(ISM),10�12 and its main formation pathway has been proposed
to be due to dissociative recombination of an electron with
c-C3H3

þ.13,14 Hence there has been considerable interest in
detecting c-C3H3

þ in the ISM for more than two decades.
However, c-C3H3

þ possesses D3h symmetry, resulting in no
permanent dipole moment, and thus is not detectable via
microwave (rotational) spectroscopy. Furthermore, there is no

experimental high-resolution rovibrational spectrum available to
analyze astronomical observations. In fact, until recently there
was no gas-phase spectrum of its vibrational frequencies, but
instead only matrix isolation spectra or spectra from salts.15,16

That changed in 2002 when Dopfer and co-workers2�4 used
infrared photodissociation (IRPD) experiments to observe
the C�H stretching region of C3H3

þ complexed with various
ligands. In 2010, Ricks et al.5 improved upon these experi-
ments by measuring the gas-phase infrared (IR) spectrum of
the isomers of C3H3

þ that were associated with one Ar atom.
The results of these latter two studies are generally consistent
with the matrix isolation experiments, though many more
bands were assigned in the Ricks et al. IRPD experiment,
going down to approximately 1100 cm�1. One inconsistency
that was noted by Ricks et al., however, was that the assign-
ment for the doubly degenerate CH stretching mode, ν4(e0),
at 3182 cm�1 was about 44 cm�1 higher than theory. They
attributed this to problems in scaling factors for the theore-
tical calculations and suggested that further theoretical work
was needed. Thus one of the purposes of the present study
was to provide theoretical predictions of the fundamental
vibrational frequencies of both C3H3

þ wherein scaling is not
required.
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ABSTRACT:High levels of theory have been used to compute
quartic force fields (QFFs) for the cyclic and linear forms of the
C3H3

þ molecular cation, referred to as c-C3H3
þ and l-C3H3

þ.
Specifically, the singles and doubles coupled-cluster method
that includes a perturbational estimate of connected triple
excitations, CCSD(T), has been used in conjunction with
extrapolation to the one-particle basis set limit, and corrections
for scalar relativity and core correlation have been included. The
QFFs have been used to compute highly accurate fundamental vibrational frequencies and other spectroscopic constants by use of
both vibrational second-order perturbation theory and variational methods to solve the nuclear Schr€odinger equation. Agreement
between our best computed fundamental vibrational frequencies and recent infrared photodissociation experiments is reasonable
for most bands, but there are a few exceptions. Possible sources for the discrepancies are discussed. We determine the energy
difference between the cyclic and linear forms of C3H3

þ, obtaining 27.9 kcal/mol at 0 K, which should be the most reliable available.
It is expected that the fundamental vibrational frequencies and spectroscopic constants presented here for c-C3H3

þ and l-C3H3
þ are

the most reliable available for the free gas-phase species, and it is hoped that these will be useful in the assignment of future high-
resolution laboratory experiments or astronomical observations.
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Determination of an anharmonic force field and fundamental
vibrational frequencies has actually been reported for c-C3H3

þ in
two 1989 studies by Lee et al.6 and by Xie and Boggs.7 Lee et al.
computed a full quartic force field (QFF) at the Hartree�Fock
level of theory to determine anharmonic corrections via second-
order rovibrational perturbation theory, which they then ap-
pended to harmonic frequencies computed at the second-order
Møller�Plesset (MP2) perturbation level of theory. They re-
ported an array of spectroscopic constants from their anharmo-
nic analysis including anharmonic constants, vibration�rotation
interaction constants, and quartic and sextic centrifugal distor-
tion constants for c-C3H3

þ and its deuterated isotopologues.
One interesting issue they uncovered was the fact that the
standard formula used to compute the spectroscopic constants
for symmetric top molecules17�19 can be incorrect when there is
a non-totally-symmetric, nondegenerate vibrational mode, as
there is for c-C3H3

þ. The issue was discussed in some detail,
and Lee et al.6 confirmed the modifications they made to the
standard symmetric top formula by slightly perturbing the mass
of one atom, thereby slightly breaking the D3h symmetry and
forcing the SPECTRO program20 to use an asymmetric top
analysis. Xie and Boggs7 used the MP4(SDQ) level of theory
(fourth-order Møller�Plesset perturbation theory including
single, double, and quadruple excitations but excluding the
more expensive triple excitations) to construct a partial
potential energy surface that included diagonal force con-
stants through sixth-order, but only second-order off-diagonal
force constants (in a local internal coordinate system). They
then used an approximate variational approach to solve the
nuclear Schr€odinger equation. A detailed comparison of the
two studies was presented by Lee et al.6 In short, for the levels
of theory used, both studies gave reasonable agreement with
the matrix isolation experiments available at the time and with
each other, though it is interesting to note that Lee et al.
obtained 3178 cm�1 for ν4(e0) while Xie and Boggs obtained
3149 cm�1.

The higher energy isomer, l-C3H3
þ, has also received con-

siderable attention from both theory and experiment. It was
observed in both of the IRPD experiments mentioned above,2�5

and it has also been studied recently at high levels of theory by
Botschwina and Oswald.8 Botschwina and Oswald used an
explicitly correlated method, CCSD(T)-F12x (x = a, b),21,22

which is based on the singles and doubles coupled-cluster
method that includes a perturbational correction for triple
excitations, denoted CCSD(T).23 They computed a five-
dimensional potential energy function, involving the totally
symmetric modes, which included up through sixth-order
diagonal constants and up through fourth-order off-diagonal
force constants, and they solved the nuclear Schr€odinger
equation variationally. The five dimensions included sym-
metric CH2 stretch, free acetylenic CH stretch, CH2 scissor
mode, and the two CC stretching modes (a correction was
applied to the antisymmetric CH2 fundamental to account for
the neglect of anharmonic coupling). Botschwina and Oswald8

found generally good agreement with the IRPD experiment of
Ricks et al.5

More recently, Botschwina and Oswald9 used the CCSD-
(T)-F12x (x = a, b) levels of theory to examine the equilib-
rium structure and harmonic vibrational frequencies of Ar
complexes of both c-C3H3

þ and l-C3H3
þ. They located three

distinct minima for Ar complexes of both isomers, though
one of the Cs minima for l-C3H3

þ was noticeably lower in

energy than the other two minima. For the c-C3H3
þ isomer,

all three minima were relatively close in energy. The results
of this latter study reaffirmed the assignment by Botschwina
and Oswald8of the 3238 cm�1 band in the IRPD experiments
of Ricks et al.5 to the acetylenic CH stretch vibration in
l-C3H3

þ.
The accuracy of state-of-the art ab initio predictions for

fundamental vibrational frequencies has improved considerably
in the last 20 years, and it is common now to determine
fundamental vibrational frequencies to within a few wavenum-
bers (cm�1) of high-resolution experiments (for example, see
refs 24�27). To this end, theoretical spectroscopists predicted
more than a decade ago28 that state-of-the art ab initio predic-
tions were becoming reliable enough that it should be possible to
assign an astronomical spectrum by use of only ab initio
predictions and without high-resolution laboratory experimental
data for difficult species, such as small molecular anions and
cations. This has now occurred only a few years ago when
Cernicharo et al.29 reported detecting the small molecular anion
C5N

� in the C-rich star IRCþ10216 and based their assignment
on the ab initio calculations of Aoki30 and Botschwina and
Oswald.31

Thus our goal in the present study is to compute highly
accurate QFFs for the c-C3H3

þ and l-C3H3
þ molecules and to

predict their rovibrational spectroscopic constants to very high
accuracy. These data are of interest to astronomers now more
than ever, given that the Herschel Space Observatory is in
operation and collecting high-resolution data, the NASA Strato-
spheric Observatory for Infrared Astronomy (SOFIA) has begun
its series of initial science flights, and the James Webb Space
Telescope (JWST), often referred to as the replacement for the
Hubble Space Telescope, will launch later in this decade.
Furthermore, the Atacama Large Millimeter Array (ALMA) is
set to start early science operations in late 2011. Some of the
instruments for these telescopes operate at longer wave-
lengths and thus are not useful for rovibrational spectroscopy
of c-C3H3

þ, but they may be able to detect deuterium and 13C
isotopologues due to their increased sensitivity, which is
especially interesting for isotopologues of c-C3H3

þ. The
parent isotopologue has no permanent dipole moment, and
hence it cannot be observed via rotational spectroscopy, but
isotopologues that do not retain D3h symmetry will exhibit a
small permanent dipole moment since the center of nuclear
charge and center of mass of the molecule will no longer be the
same (and the molecule rotates about its center of mass). For
l-C3H3

þ, the lowest energy vibration may be within range for
instruments on all of the above telescopes, but since l-C3H3

þ

possesses a permanent dipole moment, the parent isotopolo-
gue as well as all deuterium and 13C isotopologues may be
detectable. However, a full spectroscopic analysis of all
deuterium and 13C isotopologues of c-C3H3

þ and l-C3H3
þ

is beyond the scope of the present study and will be reported
separately.32

2. THEORETICAL APPROACH

A. Details of Electronic Structure Methods. We first de-
scribe details of the electronic structure calculations, including
details of the corrections that have been included. In general, we
follow the approach we have developed in recent years,33,34 in
which we extrapolate CCSD(T) energies to the one-particle
basis set limit,35 followed by addition of corrections for scalar
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relativity36 and core correlation. The valence CCSD(T) calcula-
tions were performed in conjunction with Dunning’s correlation-
consistent basis sets.37 We will denote the cc-pVXZ (X = T, Q,
or 5) basis sets as TZ, QZ, or 5Z. A correction for scalar
relativity is evaluated at the CCSD(T)/TZ level of theory by
use of the Douglas�Kroll approximation.36 As we pointed
out previously,33 the scalar relativity integrals lose precision
beyond the TZ basis set, which is problematic for comput-
ing QFFs. Core correlation was included as a correction by
performing CCSD(T) calculations, with and without the core
correlated, with the Martin�Taylor basis set designed for this
purpose.38

QFFs have been determined according to the prescription
described previously.33,34 For both c-C3H3

þ and l-C3H3
þ, a

reference geometry was determined at the CCSD(T)/5Z level of
theory with corrections for core correlation and scalar relativity
taken into account. A grid of displacement geometries centered
on this reference structure (and based on the symmetry internal
coordinates discussed later) was then used for all calculations.
The number of unique geometries was 1961 and 2479 for
c-C3H3

þ and l-C3H3
þ, respectively. As indicated, CCSD(T)

energies are extrapolated to the one-particle basis set limit by use
of a three-point formula that experience has shown to be
reliable.33,34,39 The scalar relativity and core-correlation correc-
tions are added, and the energies are used in a least-squares fit of a
QFF for each molecule. For c-C3H3

þ, the 1961 unique energies
were augmented to a redundant set of 3837 energies that was
used to fit 460 unique coefficients in the QFF. The sum of
the squared residuals was 1.31 � 10�17 a.u.2. For l-C3H3

þ, the

2479 unique energies were augmented to a redundant set of 4565
energies that was used to fit 572 unique coefficients in the QFF
(sum of the squared residuals = 2.61 � 10�17 a.u.2). The final
QFF for each molecule was then obtained by an analytical
transformation to the exact minimum (i.e., to where the
gradient terms are exactly zero). We note that it has been
shown that some molecules with C�C multiple bonds exhibit
erratic behavior for bending frequencies, including molecules
like acetylene, ethylene, and benzene,39�43 although cyclo-
propenylidene does not show this behavior.44 The problem is
associated with ensuring that the one-particle basis set is
properly balanced with respect to saturation in the lower
angular momentum functions (i.e., s and p functions) and
inclusion of higher angular momentum functions. Though we
report only our best QFF here for both c-C3H3

þ and l-C3H3
þ,

we have examined in detail several QFFs for both isomers and
found that neither suffers from this issue. All electronic
structure calculations were performed with the MOLPRO
2006.1 program.45

Figure 1. Equilibrium structures, vibrationally averaged structures (numbers in italic type), and rotational constants of c-C3H3
þ and l-C3H3

þ,
determined from our best QFF. See text for details.

Figure 2. Internal coordinate definitions used for the c-C3H3
þ cation.

Table 1. Equilibrium Structure, Rotational Constants, and
Harmonic Frequencies for c-C3H3

þ a

Geometry Parameters

R(C�C) 1.359 036 3 Å

r(C�H) 1.077 746 1 Å

Ae = Be 1.032 60 cm�1

Ce 0.51630 cm�1

—C�C�H 150.0�
—C�C�C 60.0�

Harmonic Vibrational Frequencies

mode symmetry and description freq (cm�1)

ω1 a10 (breathing, C�H str � C�C str) 3312.3

ω2 a10 (breathing, C�H str þ C�C str) 1650.8

ω3 a20 (in-plane internal torsion) 1058.2

ω4 e0 (in-plane deformation) 3265.1

ω5 e0 (in-plane wagging) 1326.7

ω6 e0 (in-plane scissoring) 946.0

ω7 a20 0 (symmetric out-of-plane bends) 764.5

ω8 e0 0 (asymmetric out-of-plane bends) 1023.4
aDetermined from our best QFF [CCSD(T)/cc-pV(T,Q,5)Z extra-
polationþ core-correlationþ scalar relativistic corrections]. See text for
more details.
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B. Details of Coordinate Systems and Vibrational Meth-
ods. For both molecules, the QFFs were determined in symmetry

internal coordinates. For l-C3H3
þ, we use the following defini-

tion of symmetry internal coordinates:

S1ðA1Þ ¼ R4ðC—HÞ
S2ðA1Þ ¼ ðR1a þ R1bÞ=

ffiffiffi

2
p

S3ðA1Þ ¼ ðR2½CdC� þ R3½C tC�Þ= ffiffiffi

2
p

S4ðA1Þ ¼ ðR2½CdC� � R3½C tC�Þ= ffiffiffi

2
p

S5ðA1Þ ¼ θ1ð—HaCHbÞ
S6ðB1Þ ¼ ðR1a � R1bÞ=

ffiffiffi

2
p

S7ðB1Þ ¼ LIN1ðC—C—C— rBoutÞ
S8ðB1Þ ¼ LIN1ðC—C—H— rBoutÞ
S9ðB1Þ ¼ ð—HaCC� —HbCCÞ=

ffiffiffi

2
p

S10ðB2Þ ¼ LIN1ðC—C—C— rBinÞ
S11ðB2Þ ¼ LIN1ðC—C—H— rBinÞ
S12ðB2Þ ¼ τðHa

—C—C—HbÞ

where the simple internal coordinates for l-C3H3
þ are given in

Figure 1. Note that S7 and S8 are in-plane bending modes and S10
and S11 are out-of plane bending modes. The definitions of
LIN1(a-b-c-d) and τ(a-b-c-d) are taken from the INTDER
program:46

LIN1ða-b-c-dÞ ¼ sin�1 ½ eBd
ð eBbc � eBbaÞ�

τða-b-c-dÞ ¼ sin�1 ½ eBbað eBcb � eBcdÞ=ðsin φabc sin φbcdÞ�
where the eB are unit vectors defined as eBab = eBb � eBa. The
reference vectors rBin and rBout were defined as follows:

rBin ¼ RB2 � ð RB1a � RB1bÞ
rBout ¼ RB2 � rBin ¼ RB2 � ½ RB2 � ð RB1a � RB1bÞ�

Figure.1 also gives the planar equilibrium and ground-state
(GS) vibrationally averaged structures for both c-C3H3

þ and
l-C3H3

þ, as well as the GS vibrationally averaged rotational

Table 2. Equilibrium Structure, Rotational Constants, and
Harmonic Frequencies for l-C3H3

þ a

Geometry Parameters

R1 1.085 506 Å

R2 1.345 571 Å

R3 1.227 265 Å

R4 1.072 298 Å

θ1 120.355�
—C�C�H 180.0�
—C�C�C 180.0�
Ae 9.532 09 cm�1

Be 0.323 29 cm�1

Ce 0.312 69 cm�1

Harmonic Vibrational Frequencies
mode symmetry and description freq (cm�1)

ω1 a1 (C�H str) 3367.15

ω2 a1 (CH2 sym str) 3122.73

ω3 a1 (C�C str) 2131.15

ω4 a1 (CH2 bending) 1483.44

ω5 a1 (C�C str) 1137.60

ω6 b1 (CH2 antisym str) 3232.42

ω7 b1 (CH2 group rocking) 1039.76

ω8 b1 (CCH in-plane linear bend) 631.00

ω9 b1 (CCC in-plane linear bend) 292.51

ω10 b2 (CH2 out-of-plane wag) 1120.50

ω11 b2 (CCH out-of-plane linear bend) 882.00

ω12 b2 (CCC out-of-plane linear bend) 254.71
aDetermined from our best QFF [CCSD(T)/cc-pV(T,Q,5)Z extra-
polation þ core-correlation þ scalar relativistic corrections]. See text
and Figure 1 for more details and the definition of R1�R4 and θ1.

Table 3. Vibrationally Averaged Structure, Rotational Constants, and Vibrational Fundamental Frequencies for c-C3H3
þ a

Zero-Point Structure and Rotational Constants

Rz(C�C) 1.365 823 4 Å

Rz(C�H) 1.080 620 4 Å

A0 = B0 1.026 10 cm�1

C0 0.511 78 cm�1

Anharmonic Vibrational Analysis(cm�1)
mode 2nd-PT VCI 4MR VCI 5MR exptd expt

ν1(a10) 3176.6,�>3171.7b 3174.8 3175.4 3183

ν2(a10) 1618.3,�>1620.7c 1622.0 1622.1 1626

ν3(a20) 1040.3 1039.3 1040.6 (1031)

ν4(e0) 3131.7 3133.8 3134.8 3138 3182e, 3125 ( 4f, 3129g, 3130h

ν5(e0) 1299.6 1295.9 1296.2 1290 1293e

ν6(e0) 924.2 925.9 927.0 927

ν7(a20 0) 756.6 755.6 757.1 758

ν8(e0 0) 1004.5 1000.9 1002.0 (990)

ZPE 9841.5 9833.2 9834.0
aDetermined from our best QFF; second-order perturbation theory (2nd PT) and vibrational variational CI results, where nMR represents the highest
mode coupling level in the potential term expansions, are presented and compared to experiment. See text formore details. bFermi type 1 resonance with 2ν2.

c

Fermi type 1 resonance with 2ν7.
dReferences 15 and.16. eReference 5 fReference 2 gReference 3 hReference 4
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constants. The vibrationally averaged quantities are the “position
average,” that is, rz, computed from second-order perturbation
theory. Symmetry relationships for the quadratic, cubic, and
quartic force constants are given later.
For c-C3H3

þ, we use the exact same definition of symmetry
internal coordinates as given by Lee et al.6 They are repeated here
for convenience:

S1ða10Þ ¼ ðR1 þ R2 þ R3Þ=
ffiffiffi

3
p

S2ða10Þ ¼ ðr1 þ r2 þ r3Þ=
ffiffiffi

3
p

S3ða20Þ ¼ ðR1 þ R3 þ R5 � R2 � R4 � R6Þ=
ffiffiffi

6
p

S4aðe0Þ ¼ ð2r1 � r2 � r3Þ=
ffiffiffi

6
p

S5aðe0Þ ¼ ð2β1 � β2 � β3Þ=
ffiffiffi

6
p

S6aðe0Þ ¼ ðR1 þ R2 þ R4 þ R5 � 2R3 � 2R6Þ=
ffiffiffiffiffi

12
p

S7ða200Þ ¼ ðγ1 þ γ2 þ γ3Þ=
ffiffiffi

3
p

S8aðe00Þ ¼ ð2γ1 � γ2 � γ3Þ=
ffiffiffi

6
p

S4bðe0Þ ¼ ðr2 � r3Þ=
ffiffiffi

2
p

S5bðe0Þ ¼ ðβ2 � β3Þ=
ffiffiffi

2
p

S6bðe0Þ ¼ ðR2 þ R5 � R1 � R4Þ=2
S8bðe00Þ ¼ ðγ2 � γ3Þ=

ffiffiffi

2
p

where the simple internal coordinates R, r, R, and β are the bond
lengths and bond angles defined in Figure 2, and γ refers to the
out-of-plane bending angle for a given C�Hbondwith respect to
the plane defined by the three C atoms (see Figure 2).
Fundamental vibrational frequencies were computed by use of

either a vibrational variational method (VAR) or second-order
perturbation theory (PT).17�19 The MULTIMODE program47

was used for the VAR calculations, while the SPECTRO program20

was used for the PT calculations and for computing other spectro-
scopic constants. For l-C3H3

þ, the QFF was analytically trans-
formed into a simple-internal, Morse-cosine coordinate system for
the vibrational variational calculations. The benefits of using Morse
coordinates for the stretches when a QFF is used in vibrational
variational calculations can be traced back to Meyer et al.48 and
Carter and Handy49 more than 20 years ago. Later, in 1994,
Dateo et al.50 first defined the Morse β parameter solely on the

computed force constants (i.e., β = �Fiii/3Fii) instead of
optimizing it with respect to experimental data. We follow this
β definition, which requires that the transformed diagonal cubic
force constant for the stretch vanish. For c-C3H3

þ, it is necessary
to use a symmetry-adapted Morse-cosine coordinate system
(for the stretches and bends) because it is a ringed system. In
addition, instead of the out-of-plane coordinates (S7, S8a, and
S8b), we use the sine of these coordinates. Rather than transform-
ing the symmetry internal coordinate QFF into the symmetry-
adapted Morse-cosine-sine coordinate system, we refit the QFF.
We note that transformation of the QFF into a Morse-cosine
coordinate system is important (and in the case of c-C3H3

þ, a
Morse-cosine-sine coordinate system), otherwise some funda-
mental vibrational frequencies, in particular stretching frequen-
cies, can be too high by tens of cm�1. As discussed in ref 50, the
Morse-cosine coordinate system serves to build in the correct
limiting behavior for the potential function.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Equilibrium Structures and Harmonic Frequencies.The
equilibrium structure, equilibrium rotational constants, and
harmonic frequencies for c-C3H3

þ and l-C3H3
þ are presented

in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. The equilibrium structures
obtained in this work have somewhat shorter bond distances
relative to those published recently8,9 using CCSD(T*)-F12a,
and the HCH angle determined here for l-C3H3

þ is about 1�
larger. We note that the longer C�C bond in l-C3H3

þ, R2
(see Figure 1), is intermediate between a typical double and
single bond length, but it is much closer to that in ethylene rather
than ethane. Conversely, the corresponding harmonic frequency
ω4 is intermediate between a typical double bond and a single
bond, but its value is closer to that for ethane rather than
ethylene. Previous authors have referred to this C�C bond as
a “single bond,” so we adopt that terminology here, but we note
that it is intermediate between a single and double bond, which
also means that there will not be free rotation of the terminal
CH2 group about this bond. The shorter C�Cbond is very much
like a typical triple bond both in its bond length and harmonic
frequency.
The harmonic frequencies obtained here for l-C3H3

þ are in
reasonable agreement with those given by Botschwina and
Oswald,8 though our stretching harmonic frequencies are gen-
erally a few cm�1 higher, consistent with the shorter bond
lengths obtained in the present work. We note that we use a
different convention for the symmetry labeling of the modes
relative to refs 5 and 8—essentially the B1 and B2 labels are
reversed. That is, following the convention that Herzberg used
for C2v planar molecules, B1 is used for in-plane antisymmetric
modes and B2 is reserved for out-of-plane vibrations, and that is
the convention adopted here. For c-C3H3

þ, the harmonic
frequencies given in Table 1 are in reasonable agreement with
the MP2 values from ref 6 and the MP4(SDQ) values of ref 7,
given the differences in levels of theory.
As indicated previously, the energy difference between

c-C3H3
þ and l-C3H3

þ is about 26 kcal/mol, but the levels of
theory used in the present study should yield a much more defin-
itive value. The energies that we obtain at the minimum are �
115.764 746 766 2Eh and �115.717 377 491Eh for c-C3H3

þ and
l-C3H3

þ, respectively. The electronic energy difference is thus
10 396.4 cm�1. The anharmonic zero-point energies given by
second-order PT are 9841.5 and 9208.0 cm�1, which includes

Table 4. xst and gtt0 Anharmonic Constant Matrices for
c-C3H3

þ a

mode 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 �18.820

2 �2.749 �3.596

3 �6.862 �3.610 �1.030

4 �75.767 �2.134 �5.084 �28.685

5 1.634 �12.513 �6.429 0.943 �6.667

6 �7.881 �2.876 �1.420 �6.993 �3.418 �1.647

7 �7.703 �3.452 0.727 �6.373 �0.076 �1.681 �1.811

8 �7.001 �2.323 3.143 �5.993 1.398 1.159 �1.541 0.077

mode 4 5 6 8

4 9.532

5 �0.684 3.384

6 0.064 �0.361 0.762

8 �0.073 �0.287 �0.182 0.578
aDetermined from our best QFF. All values are in cm�1. See text for
more details.
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the E0 term (the polyatomic equivalent of the a0 Dunham
coefficient for diatomics).51 The corresponding MULTIMODE
zero-point energies are 9834.0 and 9189.1 cm�1, for c-C3H3

þ

and l-C3H3
þ, respectively. The 0 K energy difference we obtain is

27.9 kcal/mol, which is slightly larger than what has been
reported experimentally.1 While the experimental value is not
at 0 K, it also has a few kilocalories per mole uncertainty; see ref 1
and references therein for more details. The 27.9 kcal/mol 0 K
value obtained in the present work should be the most reliable
available.
B. Fundamental Vibrational Frequencies and Spectro-

scopic Constants. The GS vibrationally averaged structure
and rotational constants, and the fundamental vibrational fre-
quencies obtained for c-C3H3

þ in the present work are presented
in Table 3. Other spectroscopic constants obtained from second-
order perturbation theory are presented in Table 4 (anharmonic
constants) and Table 5 (vibration�rotation interaction con-
stants, and quartic and sextic centrifugal distortion constants).
For the variational calculations, we used four-mode and five-
mode coupling in order to demonstrate the convergence. Com-
parison of the fundamental vibrational frequencies for the two
columns labeled VCI 4MR and VCI 5MR shows that indeed
there is excellent convergence, with the largest difference being
only 1.5 cm�1 for ν7. 4MR/5MR refer to the number of modes
coupled in the potential energy expansion formula, while four-
mode coupling was adopted in all Coriolis integrations. For most
vibrational modes, the difference is 1.1 cm�1 or less, and for three
of the modes the difference is less than 1 cm�1. On the basis of
these comparisons and experience, we would estimate that the
variational fundamentals are converged to better than 1.0 cm�1

for the VCI 5MR values. Comparison of the VCI 5MR results
with the fundamentals obtained from second-order perturbation
theory shows good agreement between the two approaches, with
the differences being consistent with what we usually find for
tightly bound molecules that do not possess a large-amplitude
motion. Specifically, the largest difference is 3.8 cm�1 for ν2, but
this mode is affected by a Fermi type 1 resonance with 2ν7. For
most of the vibrational modes the difference is less than 3 cm�1,
again showing that second-order perturbation theory is a good
approximation for solving the nuclear Schr€odinger equation for a
tightly bound molecule.
Our best results should be the VCI 5MR fundamentals.

Comparison of these to the available experimental data shows

reasonable agreement for the matrix isolation values where we
might expect differences of up to 20 cm�1 or so due to a matrix
shift. In fact, the largest differences between the matrix isolation

Table 5. Vibration�Rotation Interaction Constants and Quartic and Sextic Centrifugal Distorsion Constants for c-C3H3
þ.a

vib�rot constant

(MHz)

distortion

constant

Watson S

reduction

mode RB RC (MHz) (Hz) (MHz) (Hz)

1 92.1 45.9 τ0aaaa �0.291 Φaaa 0.183 DJ 0.073 HJ 0.259

2 90.0 44.9 τ0bbbb �0.291 Φbbb 0.335 DJK �0.122 HJK �1.119

3 �13.8b 16.6 τ0cccc �0.023 Φccc 0.001 DK 0.055 HKJ 1.466

4 85.7 42.2 τ0aabb �0.291 Φaab 0.956 d1 0.000 HK �0.605

5 �15.2 42.1 τ0aacc �0.047 Φabb �0.179 d2 0.000 h1 0.000

6 137.8b 21.7 τ0bbcc �0.047 Φaac �0.171 h2 0.000

7 �109.8b �10.9 Φacc 0.002 h3 �0.038

8 23.7b �26.4 Φbcc 0.002

Φbbc �0.171

Φabc �0.342
a See text for more details. bModes for which Coriolis resonance has been taken into account.

Table 6. Vibrationally Averaged Structure, Rotational Con-
stants, and Vibrational Fundamental Frequencies for
l-C3H3

þ a

Zero-Point Structure and Rotational Constants

R1 1.095 770 Å θ1 120.284�
R2 1.353 993 Å A0 9.403 57 cm�1

R3 1.236 271 Å B0 0.319 56 cm�1

R4 1.068 242 Å C0 0.308 61 cm�1

Anharmonic Vibrational Analysis(cm�1)

Variational CI

2nd PT 4MR 5MR expte

ν1 (A1) 3228.7 3238.9 3239.0 3138, 3139f

ν2
b (A1) 2997.0 2999.2 2998.7 3004

ν3 (A1) 2084.0 2082.2 2082.2 2077

ν4 (A1) 1429.8 1433.7 1434.4 1445

ν5
c(A1) 1128.5 1131.9 1131.8 1222

ν6
d (B1) 3061.9, 3097.6 3070.8, 3104.5 3071.0, 3105.0 3093, 3113g

ν7 (B1) 998.0 999.8 1000.6

ν8 (B1) 598.0 607.8 607.7

ν9 (B1) 294.0 294.2 294.8

ν10 (B2) 1054.6 1057.9 1058.1 1111

ν11 (B2) 859.7 861.8 861.9

ν12 (B2) 249.3 251.8 251.7

2ν4 2836.9 2856.8 2857.8 2878

ν12 þ ν4 1676.4 1695.2 1695.5 1755

ν5 þ ν3 3193.4 3202.0 3201.8 3191/3243g,

3184/3238h

aDetermined from our best QFF. Second-order perturbation theory
(2nd PT) and vibrational variational CI results, where nMR represents
the highest mode coupling level in the potential term expansions, are
presented and compared to experiment. See text for more details and
Figure 1 for coordinate definition. b Fermi resonance type 1 with 2ν4.
c Fermi resonance type 2 with ν11 þ ν12.

d Fermi resonance type 2
with ν3 þ ν7.

eReference 5. fReference 2. gReference 3. hReference 4.
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Table 7. Matrix of Anharmonic Constants xst for l-C3H3
þ a

mode 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

1 �54.889

2 �0.146 �27.831

3 �5.779 �1.751 �8.478

4 �1.230 �31.736 �3.781 �2.102

5 1.635 �2.248 �15.680 �3.110 �0.881

6 �0.335 �113.563 �0.901 �21.757 �1.314 �32.215

7 �1.719 �11.150 �2.502 �17.450 �2.595 �11.681 �3.844

8 �20.642 �2.628 �11.108 �6.735 �2.675 �2.796 �8.808 �5.238

9 �2.301 �0.575 �8.408 �2.241 3.420 �0.498 �1.749 �2.636 �0.679

10 �3.339 �10.399 �6.230 �5.004 �3.113 �20.36 �4.794 �16.356 �2.625 �9.210

11 �20.948 �1.829 0.992 �2.515 �3.018 �1.529 �3.121 27.704 1.906 �13.415 �6.040

12 �2.493 �1.797 �5.193 �3.296 7.240 �1.374 �2.602 1.710 21.446 �9.393 �4.744 �2.569
aDetermined from our best QFF. All values are in cm�1. See text for more details.

Table 8. Vibration�Rotation Interaction Constants and Quartic and Sextic Centrifugal Distorsion Constants for l-C3H3
þ a

vib�rot constants (MHz) distortion constants Watson S reduction

mode RA RB RC (MHz) (Hz) (MHz) (Hz)

1 �21.277 25.909 24.454 τ0aaaa �85.377 Φaaa 4809.680 DJ 0.003 HJ �0.001

2 4879.106 6.846 11.688 τ0bbbb �0.012 Φbbb 0.000 DJK 0.479 HJK 4.988

3 151.243 55.273 51.836 τ0cccc �0.010 Φccc 0.000 DK 20.862 HKJ �2267.423

4 �3188.803 3.755b 11.156 τ0aabb �1.931 Φaab �742.911 d1 �0.000 HK 7072.116

5 225.856 23.754b 24.150b τ0aacc �0.007 Φabb 5.534 d2 �0.000 h1 �0.000

6 3052.329 8.691 9.786 τ0bbcc �0.011 Φaac �1515.360 h2 0.001

7 �3310.921b �8.912 6.571b Φacc �0.059 h3 0.000

8 336.274b �12.094 �0.485 Φbcc 0.000

9 �2468.800b �54.337 �24.327b Φbbc �0.001

10 3490.356b 0.795b �5.110 Φabc 5.962

11 403.182b 2.727 �6.288

12 1278.499b �42.247b �62.886
a See text for more details. bModes for which Coriolis resonance has been taken into account.

Table 9. Complete Set of Non-Zero Quadratic and Cubic Force Constants for c-C3H3
þ in a Symmetry Internal Coordinate

Systema

F11 7.217 432 F441 = F4b4b1 �0.1448 F655 = �F65b5b = �F6b5b5 �0.4172

F21 �0.098 532 F442 = F4b4b2 �19.1998 F65b3 = �F6b53 0.3817

F22 5.798 770 F444 = �F44b4b �13.5720

F33 0.262 156 F541 = F5b4b1 0.2160 F661 = F6b6b1 �0.1679

F44 = F4b4b 5.800 512 F542 = F5b4b2 �0.1399 F662 = F6b6b2 �0.0729

F54 = F5b4b �0.009 810 F544 = �F54b4b = �F5b44b �0.0774 F664 = �F6b64b = �F6b6b4 0.0495

F55 = F5b5b 5.316 006 F54b3 = �F5b43 �0.1386 F665 = �F6b65b = �F6b6b5 �0.2352

F64 = F6b4b 0.017 754 F551 = F5b5b1 �13.225 F666 = �F6b6b6 0.0959

F65 = F6b5b 0.298 226 F552 = F5b5b2 �0.2622 F771 �0.2385

F66 = F6b6b 0.414 829 F554 = �F5b54b = �F5b5b4 �0.1110 F772 �0.0827

F77 0.371 862 F555 = �F5b5b5 �18.9961 F874 = F8b74b �0.0760

F88 = F8b8b 0.490 412 F641 = F6b4b1 �0.0146 F875 = F8b75b 0.3281

F111 �22.5615 F642 = F6b4b2 �0.0009 F876 = F8b76b 0.2836

F211 �0.1640 F644 = �F64b4b = �F6b4b4 0.0073 F881 = F8b8b1 �0.4132

F221 0.1680 F64b3 = �F6b43 �0.0602 F882 = F8b8b2 �0.1193

F222 �19.2136 F651 = F6b5b1 �0.1032 F884 = �F8b84b = �F8b8b4 �0.0776

F331 �0.2589 F652 = F6b5b2 �0.1790 F885 = �F8b85b = �F8b8b5 0.3106

F332 �0.0596 F654 = �F6b5b4 = �F6b5b4b = �F6b5b4b 0.1160 F886 = �F8b86b = �F8b8b6 0.2418
a See text for more details. Units of force constants are mdyn/Ån

3 rad
m appropriate for an energy unit of mdyn 3Å (1 mdyn 3Å � 1 aJ).
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Table 10. Complete Set of Non-Zero Quartic Force Constants for c-C3H3
þ in a Symmetry Internal Coordinate Systema

F1111 59.44 F6654 = F6b6b5b4b �0.02 F875b3 = �F8b753 �0.11

F2111 0.20 F6655 = F6b6b5b5b 0.07 F876b3 = �F8b763 �0.79

F2211 �0.45 F665b4b = F6b6b54 �0.14 F8887 = �F8b8b87 0.57

F2221 �0.35 F665b5b = F6b6b55 0.06 F4444 = F4b4b4b4b = 3F4b4b44 85.18

F2222 56.66 F7744 = F774b4b �0.11 F5555 = F5b5b5b5b = 3F5b5b55 92.62

F3311 0.02 F7754 = F775b4b �0.04 F6666 = F6b6b6b6b = 3F6b6b66 �0.16

F3321 0.11 F7755 = F775b5b �0.02 F8888 = F8b8b8b8b = 3F8b8b88 0.43

F3322 �0.00 F7764 = F776b4b 0.03 F5444 = F5b4b4b4b = 3F5b4b44 = 3F54b4b4 0.55

F3333 0.04 F7765 = F776b5b 0.03 F5554 = F5b5b5b4b = 3F5b5b54 = 3F5b554b �0.50

F7711 �0.11 F7766 = F776b6b 0.94 F6444 = F6b4b4b4b = 3F64b4b4 = 3F6b4b44 0.05

F7721 0.15 F8741 = F8b74b1 0.15 F6555 = F6b5b5b5b = 3F65b5b5 = 3F6b5b55 0.55

F7722 �0.10 F8742 = F8b74b2 �0.09 F6664 = F6b6b6b4b = 3F6b6b64 = 3F6b664b 0.19

F7733 0.67 F8751 = F8b75b1 �0.18 F6665 = F6b6b6b5b = 3F6b6b65 = 3F6b665b 0.19

F774b3 �0.02 F8752 = F8b75b2 �0.10 F5441 = �F54b4b1 = �F5b4b41 0.09

F775b3 0.01 F8761 = F8b76b1 �0.11 F5442 = �F54b4b2 = �F5b4b42 0.21

F776b3 0.04 F8762 = F8b76b2 �0.08 F54b43 = F5b443 = �F5b4b4b3 0.04

F7777 0.09 F8811 = F8b8b11 �0.08 F5541 = �F5b5b41 = �F5b54b1 0.14

F4411 = F4b4b11 �0.37 F8821 = F8b8b21 0.26 F5542 = �F5b5b42 = �F5b542 0.02

F4421 = F4b4b21 �0.42 F8822 = F8b8b22 �0.11 F554b3 = F5b543 = �F5b5b4b3 0.28

F4422 = F4b4b22 56.74 F8833 = F8b8b33 0.62 F6441 = �F64b4b1 = �F6b4b41 �0.01

F4433 = F4b4b33 �0.00 F8844 = F8b8b4b4b �0.14 F6442 = �F64b4b2 = �F6b4b42 0.03

F5411 = F5b4b11 �0.26 F884b4b = F8b8b44 �0.01 F64b43 = F6b443 = �F6b4b4b3 0.05

F5421 = F5b4b21 0.18 F8854 = F8b8b5b4b 0.03 F6551 = �F65b5b1 = �F6b5b51 �0.10

F5422 = F5b4b22 0.35 F8855 = F8b8b5b5b �0.45 F6552 = �F65b5b2 = �F6b5b52 0.26

F5433 = F5b4b33 �0.02 F885b4b = F8b8b54 �0.11 F65b53 = F6b553 = �F6b5b5b3 0.24

F5511 = F5b5b11 20.59 F885b5b = F8b8b55 0.55 F6641 = �F6b6b41 = �F6b64b1 �0.04

F5521 = F5b5b21 0.50 F8864 = F8b8b6b4b �0.03 F6642 = �F6b6b42 = �F6b64b2 0.11

F5522 = F5b5b22 �0.34 F8865 = F8b8b6b5b �0.20 F664b3 = F6b643 = �F6b6b4b3 �0.02

F5533 = F5b5b33 �0.14 F8866 = F8b8b6b6b 0.43 F6651 = �F6b6b51 = �F6b65b1 0.01

F5544 = F5b5b44 �0.33 F886b4b = F8b8b64 �0.00 F6652 = �F6b6b52 = �F6b65b2 0.06

F554b4b = F5b5b4b4b �0.34 F886b5b = F8b8b65 0.22 F665b3 = F6b653 = �F6b6b5b3 0.08

F6411 = F6b4b11 0.05 F886b6b = F8b8b66 1.39 F8744 = �F874b4b = �F8b74b4 �0.05

F6421 = F6b4b21 0.02 F8877 = F8b8b77 0.47 F8755 = �F875b5b = �F8b75b5 �0.76

F6422 = F6b4b22 0.05 F4441 = �F 4b4b41 �0.30 F8766 = �F876b6b = �F8b76b6 �0.68

F6433 = F6b4b33 0.01 F4442 = �F 4b4b42 40.12 F8841 = �F8b84b1 = �F8b8b41 0.12

F6511 = F6b5b11 �0.22 F4b443 = �F 4b4b4b3 0.00 F8842 = �F8b84b2 = � = �F8b8b42 �0.06

F6521 = F6b5b21 0.03 F54b31 = �F 5b431 0.14 F884b3 = F8b843 = �F8b8b4b3 �0.03

F6522 = F6b5b22 �0.16 F54b32 = �F 5b432 �0.08 F8851 = �F8b85b1 = �F8b8b51 �0.41

F6533 = F6b5b33 0.04 F5551 = �F 5b5b51 38.85 F8852 = �F8b85b2 = �F8b8b52 �0.40

F6544 = F6b5b4b4b �0.10 F5552 = �F 5b5b52 0.06 F885b3 = F8b853 = �F8b8b5b3 �0.22

F654b4b = F6b5b44 �0.13 F5b553 = �F 5b5b5b3 �0.18 F8861 = �F8b86b1 = �F8b8b61 �0.02

F6554 = F6b5b5b4b �0.13 F64b31 = �F 6b431 0.10 F8862 = �F8b86b2 = �F8b8b62 �0.09

F65b5b4 = F6b554b 0.05 F64b32 = �F 6b432 �0.03 F886b3 = F8b863 = �F8b8b6b3 �0.53

F6611 = F6b6b11 0.03 F65b31 = �F 6b531 �0.06 F6541 = �F65b4b1 = �F6b54b1 = �F6b5b41 �0.06

F6621 = F6b6b21 0.24 F65b32 = �F 6b532 �0.12 F6542 = �F65b4b2 = �F6b54b2 = �F6b5b42 0.07

F6622 = F6b6b22 �0.11 F6661 = �F 6b6b61 0.06 F654b3 = F65b43 = F6b543 = �F6b5b4b3 0.08

F6633 = F6b6b33 0.09 F6662 = �F6b6b62 �0.08 F8754 = �F875b4b = �F8b754b = �F8b75b4 0.02

F6644 = F6b6b4b4b �0.09 F6b663 = �F6b6b6b3 0.01 F8764 = �F876b4b = �F8b764b = �F8b76b4 0.03

F664b4b = F6b6b44 �0.12 F874b3 = �F8b743 �0.04 F8765 = �F876b5b = �F8765b = �F8b76b5 �0.68

12 Non-Symmetry-Unique Constants

F7654 = (F6644 � F6655)/2 0.00 F9854 = (F8844 � F8855)/2 0.01 F9876 = (F8866 � F8877)/2 0.00

F65b4b4 = F6b54b4 = (F6544 � F654b4b)/2 0.02 F65b54b = F6b5b54 = (F6554 � F65b5b4)/2 �0.09 F6b65b4 = F6b654b = (F6654 � F665b4b)/2 0.06

F8b84b4 = (F8844 � F884b4b)/2 �0.07 F8b85b5 = (F8855 � F885b5b)/2 �0.50 F8b86b6 = (F8866 � F886b6b)/2 �0.48

F8b854b = F8b85b4 = (F8854 � F885b4b)/2 0.07 F8b864b = F8b86b4 = (F8864 � F886b4b)/2 �0.01 F8b865b = F8b86b5 = (F8865 � F886b5b)/2 �0.21
a See text for more details. Units of force constants are mdyn/Ån

3 rad
m appropriate for an energy unit of mdyn 3Å (1 mdyn 3Å � 1 aJ).
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results and our VCI 5MR values are only 9.6 and 12.0 cm�1 for
ν3 and ν8, which are both determined indirectly (see refs 15 and
16 for details). Comparison of the VCI 5MR results to the IRPD
values from Ricks et al.5 shows very good agreement for ν5, but
for ν4 we obtain a value that is 47.2 cm�1 lower than their
assignment at 3182 cm�1. Thus our best estimate for ν4 is
consistent with previous theory and calls into question their
assignment. Further, the value we obtain for ν4, 3134.8 cm

�1, is
more consistent with the assignment from Dopfer and co-
workers.2�4 One of the reasons we performed the variational
calculations in the present study was to be certain that we had ν4
described properly since our second-order perturbation theory
results did not agree with the assignment from Ricks et al. Given
the levels of theory used in the present study and the fact that we
have ruled out any possible resonance issues in solving the
vibration problem, we can definitively conclude that the
3182 cm�1 band observed by Ricks et al. either is not represen-
tative of the free gas-phase spectrum for c-C3H3

þ or is due to a
different vibrational mode or species. We have examined the
variational CI results for possible combination bands or over-
tones in the variational calculations that might explain the band at
3182 cm�1, but none appear for either c-C3H3

þ or l-C3H3
þ, at

least not within 10 cm�1. There is a doubly degenerate band
involving three quanta, 2ν6þ ν5, that is very close to 3182 cm

�1,
but this seems unlikely. It may be that the band observed at
3182 cm�1 is shifted somewhat due to complexation with the Ar
atom, or it may be due to a different species.
Given the levels of theory used in the present study, the

spectroscopic constants presented for c-C3H3
þ in Tables 4 and 5

should be highly accurate, and it is hoped that these will be useful

in the future assignment of high-resolution rovibrational spectra
from either laboratory experiments or astronomical observations.
The vibrationally averaged structure and rotational constants

and fundamental vibrational frequencies obtained for l-C3H3
þ in

the present work are presented in Table 6. These are “position-
averaged” values (i.e., rz) computed with second-order perturba-
tion theory. Other spectroscopic constants obtained from sec-
ond-order perturbation theory are presented in Table 7
(anharmonic constants) and Table 8 (vibration�rotation inter-
action constants and quartic and sextic centrifugal distortion con-
stants). Comparison of the VCI 4MR and 5MR results contained
in Table 6 shows that the variational calculations are converged
to better than 1 cm�1, similar to the situation for c-C3H3

þ. In
fact, the largest difference is only 0.8 cm�1 for ν7. Comparison of
the VCI 5MR and second-order perturbation theory fundamen-
tal vibrational frequencies for l-C3H3

þ shows reasonable agree-
ment, though not as good as that found for c-C3H3

þ. The largest
differences occur for the C�H stretches ν1 and ν6, being 10.3
and 9.1 cm�1, respectively. We note that ν6 is involved with a
significant Fermi type 2 resonance with ν3 þ ν7, though the
difference between the two components of the resonance is fairly
consistent between second-order perturbation theory and VCI
5MR (35.7 versus 34.0 cm�1). Differences between second-
order perturbation theory and VCI 5MR for the other funda-
mental vibrational frequencies are more in line with the differ-
ences we found for c-C3H3

þ. Interestingly, the agreement
between second-order perturbation theory and VCI 5MR for
the 2ν4 overtone and the ν12þ ν4 combination band is not nearly
as good, which is expected as one moves into the realm of less
pure states and stronger coupling.

Table 11. Complete Set of Non-Zero Quadratic and Cubic Force Constants for l-C3H3
þ in a Symmetry Internal Coordinate Systema

F11 6.029 788 Fxx 0.167448 F444 15.2311 F765 �0.0249 F965 0.0962 Fyx5 �0.0131

F21 0.005 712 Fyx 0.000441 F511 0.0002 F771 �0.0363 F971 0.0092 Fyy1 �0.1937

F22 5.540 738 Fyy 0.385229 F521 0.0047 F772 0.0272 F972 0.0408 Fyy2 �0.0120

F31 �0.119 775 Fzx 0.000222 F522 �0.1527 F773 �0.9361 F973 0.1397 Fyy3 �0.4253

F32 0.072 319 Fzy 0.015043 F531 �0.0050 F774 0.1170 F974 �0.0580 Fyy4 0.1286

F33 11.885 630 Fzz 0.238988 F532 0.1349 F775 0.0325 F975 �0.0546 Fyy5 0.0064

F41 0.144 706 F111 �34.5269 F533 0.0086 F861 0.0002 F981 0.0010 Fzx1 �0.0026

F42 0.074 156 F211 �0.0010 F541 �0.0043 F862 �0.0015 F982 0.0095 Fzx2 �0.0063

F43 �2.970 851 F221 �0.0055 F542 0.1028 F863 0.0073 F983 �0.0528 Fzx3 �0.0961

F44 10.906 522 F222 �22.3363 F543 0.1047 F864 0.0128 F984 0.0503 Fzx4 0.0867

F51 0.001 714 F311 0.1236 F544 0.2391 F865 �0.0053 F985 �0.0134 Fzx5 0.0082

F52 0.065 407 F321 0.0056 F551 0.0024 F871 �0.0002 F991 0.0086 Fzy1 �0.0032

F53 �0.231 773 F322 0.0869 F552 �0.3928 F872 �0.0025 F992 �0.2028 Fzy2 �0.0007

F54 �0.173 960 F331 �0.0602 F553 �0.1270 F873 0.1851 F993 �0.1762 Fzy3 0.0332

F55 0.682 966 F332 �0.1223 F554 �0.0076 F874 �0.2203 F994 0.0320 Fzy4 �0.0053

F66 5.533 706 F333 �48.6285 F555 �0.2658 F875 0.0052 F995 0.3241 Fzy5 0.0068

F76 �0.002 072 F411 �0.1359 F661 �0.0068 F881 �0.1404 Fxx1 �0.0281 Fzz1 �0.0031

F77 0.283 223 F421 �0.0008 F662 �22.4743 F882 �0.0192 Fxx2 �0.0185 Fzz2 �0.0768

F86 �0.004 390 F422 0.1801 F663 0.1739 F883 �0.6080 Fxx3 �0.3280 Fzz3 �0.2289

F87 0.109 569 F431 0.0147 F664 0.3239 F884 0.7960 Fxx4 �0.0273 Fzz4 �0.0271

F88 0.227 801 F432 �0.2336 F665 0.2737 F885 �0.0047 Fxx5 0.0040 Fzz5 0.4596

F96 0.109 515 F433 13.1266 F761 �0.0003 F961 �0.0011 Fyx1 0.0022

F97 �0.067 911 F441 0.0753 F762 �0.0023 F962 0.0428 Fyx2 0.0098

F98 �0.023 719 F442 �0.5212 F763 0.0911 F963 �0.2622 Fyx3 0.1577

F99 0.514 243 F443 �45.3965 F764 0.0117 F964 �0.3053 Fyx4 0.0810
a See text for more details. Units of force constants aremdyn/Ån

3 rad
m appropriate for an energy unit of mdyn 3Å (1mdyn 3Å� 1 aJ). x, y, and z represent

the 10th, 11th, and 12th internal coordinates, respectively.
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Agreement between our best VCI 5MR fundamental vibra-
tional frequencies and those obtained by Botschwina and
Oswald8 using the CCSD(T*)F-12a/VTZ-F12 level of theory
is modest. The largest differences occur for ν1 (15 cm�1) and
ν4 (27 cm�1). There are many possible sources for these
differences, with the most significant probably being the use of
an approximate (T) contribution by Botschwina and Oswald,
their neglect of core correlation, and their neglect of most
coupling to non-totally-symmetric vibrational degrees of free-
dom in solving the variational nuclear Schr€odinger equation.
Comparison of our best VCI 5MR results with the experi-

ments of Ricks et al.5 shows reasonable agreement for most of

the assignments with a few exceptions. Our best value for
ν1 agrees very well, confirming the conclusion by Botschwina
and Oswald9 that the 3238 cm�1 band observed by Ricks et al.
is essentially a free acetylenic C�H stretch. The agreement for
ν2, ν3, and ν4 is also very good, with differences all less than
about 10 cm�1. Agreement for the overtone band 2ν4 is
reasonable, being about twice the difference for the ν4 funda-
mental, and agreement for ν6 is also reasonable, as the
assignment by Ricks et al. falls between the two components
of the Fermi type 2 resonance between ν6 and ν3 þ ν7.
Agreement for ν5, ν10, and the combination band ν12 þ ν4
is more modest, however. Botschwina and Oswald8 have

Table 12. Complete Set of Non-Zero Quartic Force Constants for l-C3H3
þ in a Symmetry Internal Coordinate Systema

F1111 177.60 F5331 �0.01 F6655 �0.97 F8641 0.02 F8855 �0.21 F9821 0.02 F9997 0.03 Fyx54 �0.01 Fzx21 �0.02 Fzy77 0.08

F2111 0.01 F5332 0.02 F6666 81.74 F8642 0.06 F8866 �0.21 F9822 0.01 F9998 �0.01 Fyx55 �0.13 Fzx22 �0.04 Fzy86 0.15

F2211 �0.14 F5333 �0.35 F7611 0.02 F8643 0.02 F8876 0.02 F9831 0.03 F9999 �0.34 Fyx66 0.03 Fzx31 0.00 Fzy87 �0.10

F2221 0.01 F5411 0.00 F7621 �0.02 F8644 0.01 F8877 �0.12 F9832 �0.01 Fxx11 �0.27 Fyx76 �0.18 Fzx32 0.02 Fzy88 0.04

F2222 79.45 F5421 0.01 F7622 0.10 F8651 �0.01 F8886 0.09 F9833 0.00 Fxx21 �0.01 Fyx77 �0.06 Fzx33 �0.07 Fzy96 0.02

F3111 �0.36 F5422 �0.08 F7631 0.00 F8652 �0.03 F8887 �0.19 F9841 0.03 Fxx22 �0.32 Fyx86 �0.05 Fzx41 �0.03 Fzy97 �0.05

F3211 0.03 F5431 0.02 F7632 0.06 F8653 �0.03 F8888 �0.14 F9842 �0.02 Fxx31 �0.02 Fyx87 �0.30 Fzx42 0.03 Fzy98 �0.19

F3221 �0.03 F5432 �0.05 F7633 �0.33 F8654 �0.01 F9611 �0.02 F9843 0.03 Fxx32 0.06 Fyx88 0.08 Fzx43 �0.15 Fzy99 �0.02

F3222 �0.65 F5433 �0.16 F7641 0.05 F8655 0.05 F9621 0.00 F9844 �0.01 Fxx33 �0.56 Fyx96 �0.01 Fzx44 0.08 Fzyxx �0.01

F3311 �0.50 F5441 0.02 F7642 0.01 F8666 0.07 F9622 �0.31 F9851 �0.02 Fxx41 �0.01 Fyx97 0.32 Fzx51 �0.01 Fzyyx �0.02

F3321 0.06 F5442 �0.08 F7643 �0.13 F8711 �0.12 F9631 �0.03 F9852 0.01 Fxx42 0.04 Fyx98 0.26 Fzx52 0.02 Fzyyy 0.00

F3322 �0.54 F5443 �0.05 F7644 �0.10 F8721 �0.03 F9632 �0.01 F9853 �0.01 Fxx43 0.17 Fyx99 �0.06 Fzx53 �0.01 Fzz11 �0.21

F3331 0.30 F5444 0.70 F7651 �0.02 F8722 �0.05 F9633 0.00 F9854 0.04 Fxx44 1.02 Fyxxx 0.17 Fzx54 0.04 Fzz21 0.03

F3332 �0.22 F5511 �0.17 F7652 �0.03 F8731 0.00 F9641 0.00 F9855 0.00 Fxx51 �0.04 Fyy11 �0.34 Fzx55 0.05 Fzz22 �0.24

F3333 163.84 F5521 0.02 F7653 0.11 F8732 0.00 F9642 0.03 F9866 �0.01 Fxx52 0.05 Fyy21 0.00 Fzx66 0.00 Fzz31 0.02

F4111 0.31 F5522 �0.09 F7654 �0.01 F8733 �0.07 F9643 0.26 F9876 �0.01 Fxx53 �0.06 Fyy22 �0.21 Fzx76 �0.09 Fzz32 0.10

F4211 0.01 F5531 �0.08 F7655 �0.01 F8741 0.03 F9644 0.52 F9877 0.04 Fxx54 �0.08 Fyy31 0.37 Fzx77 �0.01 Fzz33 �0.33

F4221 0.00 F5532 0.15 F7666 0.05 F8742 �0.01 F9651 �0.02 F9886 �0.01 Fxx55 �0.32 Fyy32 0.00 Fzx86 �0.05 Fzz41 �0.01

F4222 �0.67 F5533 �0.26 F7711 �0.21 F8743 0.02 F9652 0.05 F9887 0.01 Fxx66 �0.23 Fyy33 �0.35 Fzx87 �0.05 Fzz42 0.07

F4311 0.30 F5541 �0.02 F7721 0.01 F8744 0.24 F9653 �0.07 F9888 0.02 Fxx76 0.01 Fyy41 �0.14 Fzx88 0.06 Fzz43 �0.06

F4321 �0.03 F5542 0.12 F7722 �0.25 F8751 0.01 F9654 �0.11 F9911 �0.24 Fxx77 0.47 Fyy42 0.00 Fzx96 0.00 Fzz44 �0.03

F4322 �0.43 F5543 �0.32 F7731 0.08 F8752 �0.04 F9655 0.12 F9921 0.00 Fxx86 0.08 Fyy43 �0.11 Fzx97 �0.04 Fzz51 0.04

F4331 �0.39 F5544 �0.80 F7732 0.04 F8753 �0.01 F9666 �0.33 F9922 �0.31 Fxx87 �0.41 Fyy44 0.73 Fzx98 �0.15 Fzz52 �0.16

F4332 0.04 F5551 �0.05 F7733 0.63 F8754 0.03 F9711 0.07 F9931 0.04 Fxx88 �0.01 Fyy51 0.00 Fzx99 �0.22 Fzz53 �0.31

F4333 �46.59 F5552 0.26 F7741 0.03 F8755 �0.02 F9721 0.01 F9932 0.21 Fxx96 �0.06 Fyy52 0.02 Fzxxx �0.07 Fzz54 �0.09

F4411 �0.52 F5553 �0.16 F7742 �0.10 F8766 �0.05 F9722 0.06 F9933 �0.30 Fxx97 0.26 Fyy53 0.09 Fzy11 0.02 Fzz55 0.82

F4421 0.02 F5554 �0.29 F7743 0.70 F8776 0.06 F9731 �0.02 F9941 �0.03 Fxx98 0.21 Fyy54 �0.04 Fzy21 0.00 Fzz66 �0.25

F4422 �0.65 F5555 �0.08 F7744 0.84 F8777 �0.22 F9732 �0.19 F9942 0.27 Fxx99 �0.23 Fyy55 �0.15 Fzy22 0.00 Fzz76 �0.01

F4431 �0.09 F6611 �0.22 F7751 0.00 F8811 �0.17 F9733 0.17 F9943 �0.55 Fxxxx �0.57 Fyy66 �0.17 Fzy31 0.01 Fzz77 �0.09

F4432 0.45 F6621 0.01 F7752 0.08 F8821 0.00 F9741 �0.02 F9944 �1.54 Fyx11 �0.09 Fyy76 �0.03 Fzy32 �0.03 Fzz86 0.05

F4433 161.99 F6622 81.00 F7753 0.01 F8822 �0.20 F9742 �0.10 F9951 0.00 Fyx21 �0.03 Fyy77 0.15 Fzy33 0.01 Fzz87 �0.03

F4441 �0.16 F6631 0.12 F7754 �0.09 F8831 0.32 F9743 0.13 F9952 �0.11 Fyx22 0.00 Fyy86 0.23 Fzy41 �0.01 Fzz88 �0.24

F4442 0.30 F6632 �0.43 F7755 �0.12 F8832 0.06 F9744 0.10 F9953 �0.01 Fyx31 �0.27 Fyy87 �0.20 Fzy42 �0.05 Fzz96 0.04

F4443 �52.04 F6633 �0.43 F7766 �0.19 F8833 �0.29 F9751 0.05 F9954 0.04 Fyx32 0.09 Fyy88 0.53 Fzy43 �0.03 Fzz97 0.00

F4444 140.77 F6641 0.01 F7776 �0.12 F8841 �0.30 F9752 0.05 F9955 �0.22 Fyx33 0.04 Fyy96 �0.02 Fzy44 �0.07 Fzz98 �0.03

F5111 0.01 F6642 �0.41 F7777 �0.05 F8842 0.07 F9753 0.04 F9966 �0.36 Fyx41 �0.01 Fyy97 0.13 Fzy51 0.01 Fzz99 �0.24

F5211 0.01 F6643 �0.49 F8611 0.05 F8843 �0.20 F9754 �0.02 F9976 �0.09 Fyx42 0.00 Fyy98 �0.15 Fzy52 0.01 Fzzxx �0.19

F5221 0.01 F6644 �0.69 F8621 �0.01 F8844 �0.91 F9755 0.01 F9977 0.04 Fyx43 �0.12 Fyy99 �0.13 Fzy53 �0.01 Fzzyx 0.03

F5222 0.11 F6651 0.00 F8622 0.09 F8851 �0.01 F9766 0.06 F9986 0.03 Fyx44 �0.23 Fyyxx �0.16 Fzy54 �0.03 Fzzyy �0.20

F5311 �0.03 F6652 �0.19 F8631 0.00 F8852 0.01 F9776 �0.11 F9987 �0.01 Fyx51 �0.11 Fyyyx �0.01 Fzy55 0.01 Fzzzx �0.07

F5321 0.01 F6653 0.02 F8632 �0.01 F8853 0.09 F9777 0.21 F9988 �0.27 Fyx52 0.00 Fyyyy �0.37 Fzy66 0.00 Fzzzy 0.03

F5322 0.04 F6654 �0.16 F8633 0.13 F8854 0.02 F9811 0.00 F9996 0.27 Fyx53 �0.26 Fzx11 �0.03 Fzy76 �0.01 Fzzzz 0.91
a See text for more details. Units of force constants aremdyn/Ån

3 rad
m appropriate for an energy unit of mdyn 3Å (1mdyn 3Å� 1 aJ). x, y, and z represent

the 10th, 11th, and 12th internal coordinates, respectively.
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already questioned the reliability of the assignment for the
totally symmetric mode ν5. Given that the lowest energy
structure found for l-C3H3

þ
3 Ar has the Ar atom out of plane

and over the C�C single bond, and that this structure is quite
a bit lower in energy than the other minima,9 it seems plausible
that the C�C single bond stretch ν5 would be significantly
impacted in the complex. This same reasoning could be
applied to ν10, which is described as a CH2 out-of plane
wag, and to the combination band ν12þ ν4 since ν12 is an out-
of plane bending mode that involves the CCC backbone.
Thus, the discrepancies found between the assignments of
Ricks et al.5 and our VCI 5MR results can reasonably be
attributed to shifts in the vibrational frequencies as a result of
complexation for l-C3H3

þ.
For l-C3H3

þ, the effects of scalar relativistic corrections are small:
∼�5 � 10�5 Å on the C�H bond lengths and ∼�3 � 10�4 Å
on the CC bonds,e0.4 cm�1 on harmonic frequencies, and�6 to
0 cm�1 for the vibrational fundamentals. As expected from previous
experience, core-correlation effects aremuch larger on the geometry
(�1.3� 10�3 Å for the CH bonds and�3� 10�3 Å for the CC
bonds) and harmonic frequencies (þ2 to þ7 cm�1) but only
slightly larger for the fundamentals (þ2 to þ8 cm�1, except
þ10.7 cm�1 for ν10). For c-C3H3

þ, the effects of scalar relativity
corrections are smaller than found for l-C3H3

þ:�2.1� 10�4 Å for
RCC, �5.5 � 10�5 Å for rCH, 0.0�0.5 cm�1 for harmonic
frequencies, and �1 to þ2 cm�1 for fundamentals (except
þ8 cm�1 for ν3). However, core-correlation effects are larger: �
5.4� 10�3 Å for RCC,�1.4� 10�3 Å for rCH,þ2 toþ7 cm�1 for
harmonic frequencies, and þ3 to þ9 cm�1 for fundamentals
(exceptþ0.3 cm�1 for ν6). More details are available upon request.
Given the levels of theory used in the present study, the

spectroscopic constants presented for l-C3H3
þ in Tables 7 and 8

should be highly accurate, and it is hoped that these will be useful
in the future assignment of high-resolution rovibrational spectra
from either laboratory experiments or astronomical observations.
C. Quartic Force Fields. For completeness, the best QFFs

computed in this work are given in Tables 9 through 12.
Specifically, Table 9 contains the quadratic and cubic force
constants and Table 10 the quartic force constants for c-C3H3

þ.
Table 11 contains the quadratic and cubic force constants and
Table 12 the quartic force constants for l-C3H3

þ. These are given
in symmetry internal coordinates, and symmetry relationships
between the force constants are given in the tables. The force con-
stants presented are based on the following quartic expansion:

V ¼ 1
2∑i, j

FijΔiΔj þ 1
6 ∑i, j, k

FijkΔiΔjΔk þ 1
24 ∑i, j, k, l

FijklΔiΔjΔkΔl

where the summations are unrestricted. We note that, for the
force constant labels for l-C3H3

þ, we have labeled modes 10, 11,
and 12 as x, y, and z, respectively, in order to avoid confusion. So,
for example, the diagonal quadratic force constant for mode 10 is
given as Fxx.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Accurate CCSD(T) QFFs have been computed for the
c-C3H3

þ and l-C3H3
þ molecular cations. Extrapolation to the

one-particle basis set limit has been included as well as correc-
tions for scalar relativity and core correlation. Anharmonic
spectroscopic constants have been determined from second-
order perturbation theory, and fundamental vibrational frequen-
cies have been evaluated from second-order perturbation theory

and from variational calculations. Agreement between second-
order perturbation theory and variational CI calculations for the
fundamental vibrational frequencies is very good. Agreement
between our computed fundamental vibrational frequencies and
recent IRPD experiments is good with a few exceptions. The
3182 cm�1 band assigned in one recent IRPD experiment5 to ν4
for c-C3H3

þ does not agree well with our calculations, where we
obtain 3134.8 cm�1 (VCI 5MR), but our value does agree well
with other recent IRPD experiments.2�4 We have examined our
VCI calculations for possible combination and overtone bands
but can find only one band that could be a reasonable match, and
this requires three quanta. Hence we conclude that the 3182 cm�1

band may be a combination or overtone band that is perturbed
somewhat by the presence of the Ar atom, or it may be due to a
different species. For l-C3H3

þ, agreement between the IRPD
experiments and our variational calculations for the fundamental
vibrational frequencies (plus one overtone and one combination
band) is reasonable except for ν5, ν10, and the combination band ν12
þ ν4. However, a recent ab initio study

9 that explored the potential
energy surface of l-C3H3

þ interacting with an Ar atom shows one
minimum quite a bit lower than the others, and this structure would
likely exhibit perturbations to ν5, ν10, and the combination band ν12
þ ν4, so a plausible explanation for these discrepancies is given.

The fundamental vibrational frequencies and spectroscopic
constants presented here for c-C3H3

þ and l-C3H3
þ should be

the most reliable available for the free gas-phase species, and it is
hoped that they will be useful in the assignment of future high-
resolution laboratory experiments or astronomical observations.
Finally, we compute what should be the most reliable energy
difference between c-C3H3

þ and l-C3H3
þ, obtaining a value of

27.9 kcal/mol at 0 K.
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